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ENTERPRISE WORKFLOW PLATFORM

Is your organization equipped to achieve
digital transformation?
Today organizations face a common obstacle to digital transformation. A mix of disparate legacy and
point software systems and manual paper-based tasks lead to bottlenecks and costly inefficiencies
across organizations. To overcome these challenges, organizations look to scalable workflow
software to automate processes and connect their existing systems to their workflows with ease.
Using the ProcessMaker platform, business users can rapidly design and deploy solutions to
complex workflow problems in hours, not months, with a low-code approach. By integrating and
extending your existing systems on our platform, you drastically improve organizational efficiency.
ProcessMaker works seamlessly to automate processes, reduce bottlenecks, and deliver true digital
agility to your organization.
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The ProcessMaker Advantage
ProcessMaker is dedicated to creating a seamless experience across your organization and its
customers using the world’s latest technologies. Workflows powered by ProcessMaker help
organizations reach their full potential and that is always our goal.
Work smarter and transform redundant, manual tasks into intelligently automated workflows with our
solution. All departments can collaborate on one platform to automate workflows and achieve your
goals, from improving the customer experience to increasing organizational efficiency.

Automate workflows across your organization with the ProcessMaker platform.

Design solutions to complex business problems with low-code
Empower business users to solve line of business (LOB) automation challenges with a drag-anddrop workflow designer to create and deploy business processes without IT.
Connect and modernize existing systems
Integrate modern apps together with legacy systems to remove information silos in organizations
using ProcessMaker. Modernize legacy systems, increase productivity and extend ROI on existing
investments so you can deploy solutions faster and at a lower cost.
Built for collaboration
ProcessMaker allows different business teams to collaborate to build processes by sharing common
building blocks such as forms, screens, scripts, and connectors to third party apps with preconfigured
functionality. All elements of a process are version controlled to ensure strong life cycle management
and good IT governance practices are met.
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Always be improving
ProcessMaker helps organizations leverage the data their business processes generate to optimize
their organizational efficiency using the latest technologies. ProcessMaker offers built-in reporting
tools that give access to detailed reports, enabling managers and analysts to continuously improve
performance by helping them discover and remove process bottlenecks and inefficiencies.
Harness AI to drive better outcomes
ProcessMaker makes it easy for organizations to incorporate cutting-edge technology, like machine
learning, RPA, AI and IoT applications into their daily business processes. Machine learning and
AI use data collected from workflows to find patterns and apply improvements that automatically
optimize processes. ProcessMaker is purpose built to enable businesses to take advantage of robots
and artificial intelligence inside their end to end processes to add dramatic gains in efficiency to any
organization.

ProcessMaker’s unique ability to give power to
business users and developers alike, combined
with its agile architecture and intuitive UX,
serves to provide the best possible platform
with low code delivery. By automating workflows
and connecting legacy systems and newer
point solutions through business processes,
organizations

operate

more

efficiently

and

continually improve.

Request a free demonstration of ProcessMaker and discover
for yourself how this workflow automation software
platform empowers you to innovate, adapt and respond.
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ProcessMaker delivers true digital agility. It provides an easy to use low-code environment
for business users to automate complex business workflows while also providing powerful
tools that can be customized when desired. ProcessMaker’s low-code platform ensures that
organizations see a rapid ROI even for their most complex workflow projects.

Our Clients Trust ProcessMaker

About ProcessMaker:
ProcessMaker is low-code business process management and workflow software. ProcessMaker makes it
easy for business analysts to collaborate with IT to automate complex business processes connecting people
and existing company systems. Headquartered in Durham, North Carolina in the United States, ProcessMaker
has a partner network spread across 35 countries on five continents. Hundreds of commercial customers,
including many Fortune 100 companies, rely on ProcessMaker to digitally transform their core business
processes enabling faster decision making, improved compliance, and better performance.
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